
Science Quiz Study Guide for 

Quiz on Wednesday 
All work you need Mrs. Huddleston to see needs to be put in 

the basket, not the black hole. 

All work including tests can be redone or made up and will 

not be docked for being late. 

A check plus means you did great. A check means you need to 

fix or finish and turn in again. A check will show as an incom-

plete on the portal.  If an assignment says missing, it means 

Mrs. Huddleston never got it. 

When Mrs. Huddleston says, “Class”, you say  “yes” and be 

quiet. 

When Mrs. Huddleston says “Folders, one two  three,” you 

hand your folder to your captain to put in the cabinet. 

If you need more time when Mrs. Huddleston says, “Do you 

need more time?”,  you make a cricket noise.  If you don’t 

need more time, you stay silent. 

Hands and Eyes mean clasp hand together and look at the 

teacher.  Keep hands together until you hear, “Thank You” 

If you get a smiley point, you are supposed to have a one sec-

ond party with a short  “Whoo Hoo.” 

On Mondays, you get a grade print out.  Take it home and get 

it signed and brought back for extra credit by Friday. 

An independent variable is the thing the scientist purposely 

test or change to see what happens.  Independent variables 

are  placed on the bottom of a graph. 

A dependent variable is the results  or what you measure 

from your experiment.  Dependent variables are place on the 

side of the graph. (Clue: I DID IT) 

Graphs need to have a title, and the x and y axis labeled. 

Constants are the things you have to keep the same in order 

to have a fair test (valid data). 

Some experiments use a control which is the thing scientists 

DON’T change or test to have something to compare results 

too. 

 


